INTRODUCTION
In foreign countries, enjoying the illustrations in the society has become a habit. On the one hand, a large number of independent illustrations products are on sale in the market, on the other hand, illustrations are widely applied in printed ads, posters, covers and the contents of other designs. It is well known that the commercial animation is one of the important industries of Japan.
Cartoon, which is an important branch of illustration art, was all made by hand before CG technology was into the field. And today's younger generation more and more tends to use a computer to create. In South Korea, as the game industry in recent years is rising for the second pillar industry of national economy, illustrations, especially the game characters designed by digital illustration, won the larger market space due to the popularity of South Korean games in China.
Entering 2000, the fast popularization of computers in our country impetus to the development of digital illustration art. Constantly update and development of computer hardware and software also injects new blood to digital illustration art. Due to the more varied forms and styles compared to the traditional illustration, digital illustration does not only attract the attention of the public, but also changes the public's aesthetic tendency. But the subsequent "copy" orientation, paying too much attention on technology and other negative influence more or less diffuse in the design of digital illustration. This paper carry out the discussion under the background of the rapid development of technology brings unprecedented change to modern illustration art.
II. THE CONCEPT OF COMPUTERS
A computer is made up of hardware and software.
"Hardware" refers to the physical device composed of various kinds of electronic components and circuit. The so-called "software" refers to the steps and related data collectively which are regulated in advance for the information process of computers. Software is usually interpreted as a computer program and tends to record on the disk or CD, which can increase or decrease and modify at any time, so it is called "soft equipment" or "software".
Hardware and software are complementary to each other.
If computers only have " hardware " without "software" which gives commands, computers cannot work; if computers only have " software " without " hardware " , they cannot work, either. Only when hardware and software constitute a complete system, can computers give full play to the power. According to the purpose, the designer impersonates the product and gives the interesting scene and plot. 
B. Digital illustration has strong social demand
The public's aesthetic habits gradually tends to digital. 
